
Resource Manager-DB (RMDB) Quote/Order Form

 Please fill out & fax to   888.391.9076 or call    248.486.1934                  Date:

Respectively submitted by: _US__  Valid for 30 days 

Quote:

Rate Qty Total

$4,990 5 $9,980 

$2,490 5 $4,980 

$2,490 0 $0 

$14,960 
Rate Qty Total

$2,500 0 $0 

$4,500 0 $0 

$150 0 $0

$0 
Rate Qty Total

$125 32 $4,000.00 

10% of 
Total 

Software
20% $2,992.00 

$6,992 
$21,952.00 

$2,195.00 

$19,757.00 

Item #

RMDB-EAI

RMDB Description

RMDB-SQL

RMDB-CMP

Dual DB option.  Includes support for  Jet Engine and Microsoft SQL Server (Jet 
Engine DB is included, SQL Server is not included, CMP is required).

Subtotal This Section

Subtotal This Section

Plan, Schedule, and Track your way.  Basic version features MDB \ Jet Engine 
Database (same as Microsoft Access but Access NOT required).  RM-DB requires 
MS Office \ Excel for reports.

Enterprise Application Integration Option.(site license)  For applications that 
desire RMDB to connect directly to other ERP Systems, this option contains 
advanced data importing using ODBC drivers for SQL Server, PSQL, FoxPro, 
Access, etc. plus 5 additional support hours.

RMDB-JET

RMDB-MU
Additional users are priced at $2490 per additional user above base user pack. i.e. 
a 3 user is a one user pack + 2 user, a 8 user is a 5 user pack + 3 add'l user.

RMDB Options 

Complete version adds Basic Data Import, Data Export, Advanced Planning and 
Scheduling Options, plus many other features (see list on second page) to support 
a variety of user requests.  

Phone:                                                              Fax:                                                    E-mail: 

Address:            
         Sample five user Standard base system

Name:          
Company:     

City\State\Zip   

Final Payment

Option 3 - Standard Virtual Implementation (See page 3 for all options.) This is 
the best and most common implementation option for users who want a successful 
implementation experience.  It includes four weeks at six hours per week of 
support and other details listed below.

RMDB-CUST

Down Payment:  is due with credit card or PO  -  to be applied toward 
payment for accepted product software.

RMDB-IMPSS-3

Additional Required Custom Programming--This line includes customizing of the 
software to meet specialized or specific requirements of the client.  

RMDB-MT

Implementation & Services, Annual Maintenance

Grand Total
Subtotal This Section

Annual Maintenance - includes compatibility upgrades for both Microsoft Office 
and Microsoft Operating Systems, general enhancements available (notified by 
quarterly newsletter), bug fixes and technical support by email and phone 9AM-
6PM EST.

10%
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Description Of Options

Rate Qty Total

$175/     
hour

 2 hrs $350 

$150/     
hour

 8 hrs $1,200 

$125/     
hour

 32 hrs $4,000 

$1500/Day 
Plus OOP

 4 Days $6,000 

User Solutions, Inc.

www.usersolutions.com

e-mail:  us@usersolutions.com

11009 Tillson Drive

RMDB-IMPSS-3

RMDB-IMPSS-1

Option 1:  By The Hour - Purchase support, when needed, by the hour. This 
option is for users that want to implement themselves with a minimum of help. 
This option is mostly recommended for upgrades from RMX or previous installs 
of RMDB.  Payment is 2 hours in advance.

RMDB-IMPSS-2

Option 2:  Minimum bundled hours. This option is for users that want a 
minimum level of hours that fit around their busy schedule at a discounted rate. 
(Recommended only for advanced users.) 

Implementation & Support Options

RMDB-IMPSS-4

Option 4: On-Site Implementation. This option is for users that don't have the 
time or resources to learn all the details of putting in a new system but have to get 
it done.  User Solutions can come on-site to examine all processes, people 
involved, and adapt the system in near real-time to fit exactly how they work along 
with minimal maintenance to keep running.  This option offers the least amount of 
effort by customer.  It follows the 4 step implementation guide but is greatly 
accelerated since User Solutions is doing the work.  Rate includes some off site 
development work in excess of 8 hours per day.  Does not include Out Of Pocket 
expenses.  Typically, we only need access to key players 2-3 hours per day.  The 
rest of the time we can configure the system and test in near real-time.  The end 
goal is to have the application up and running and meeting all project requirements 
with a minimum of maintenance. 

RMDB-IMPSS

Implementation & Support Options – By default, Option 3 below is included in 
all quotes as the standard most often selected option.  If the client wishes to select 
a different option from the standard option, all are listed below.  These are just 
typical ranges and client will only be obligated for the time used. 

Option 3:  Standard Virtual Implementation. This option is for users that want 
dedicated help for a successful implementation experience by working with User 
Solutions together with regular web sessions (estimated customer time 4 weeks, 6 
hours per week).  Follows the 4 step implementation guide that only requires 6 
hours per week by customer.  All training sessions are recorded and sent to 
customer.  Summary how-to ‘cheat sheets’ are also provided.  User Solutions 
assists with data integration, trouble shooting, and customized reports.

ph:  248-486-1934 fax: 888-391-9076

South Lyon, MI.  48178
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==================================

Terms And  Conditions

2) Terms Net 
30 days

3) RMDB-SS

All support services not included in software purchase package are payable upon receipt of invoice.

4) RMDB-
CMP

5) RMDB-MT

6) DB Options The dual database option (SQL Server and Jet Engine) allows data to be exchanged between databases via the 
RMDB Data Archive and Restore Option.  The Archive sends data out to text tables and the Restore imports text 
tables back to Jet or SQL Tables.  Due to the ease of sending the Jet Engine database via Email, and the ability to 
transfer Jet Engine RMDB Data to SQL Server, we strongly recommend starting implementation first with the Jet 
Engine Database.  As soon as the core pieces of implementation have been verified with Jet Engine, then we 
recommend the Archive and Restore to SQL DB Tables.

11009 Tillson Drive

1) 30 day 
Guarantee 

Terms are NET 30 from delivery of software (e-mail download links). Customer agrees to pay remittance in full 
NET 30.  For all accounts that go beyond 30 days, Customer agrees to pay a finance charge = 1.5% each month of 
outstanding balance.  Should User Solutions enlist a collection company to satisfy debt, Customer agrees to pay all 
any expenses incurred by User Solutions in debt collection efforts.

If the standard RMDB software does not work for your company for any reason within 30 days of receipt of 
software, you many notify US HQ in writing and you will not owe the remaining balance for the software.   

30 day money back guarantee is for standard RMDB Product Software only and does not include initial service 
down payment, customized versions, shipping charges, or Special Services time billed at $150\hr.  

With receipt of annual maintenance payment  user is allocated 3 hours of additional support service..

Annual maintenance includes compatibility upgrades for Microsoft Operating Systems and Microsoft Office 
versions, general functional enhancements), bug fixes, and priority phone and e-mail technical support

Free support service is included with each system. For single users, the named user can receive up to 5 hours  of 
special services support. For 5 users, the user(s) can receive up to 10 hours.  For 12 users, the user(s) can receive up 
to 15 hours. 

Depending upon new developments, mid year upgrade releases will be offered to annual Maintenance (RMDB-MT) 
customers.  Each customer may elect to upgrade if they would like new enhancements.

To assist you with a quick and successful implementation, we offer a range of Special Support services tailored 
perfectly for you.  These can include: Web based interactive training, system integration; customization; 
configuration, and on-site support.  We can even completely configure the system for you and create a single short- 
document that details how to run the system to meet your exact needs.  Beyond the time in RMDB-MT  the rate is 
$150/hr.

All of the active projects, for implementing user ideas, are included for immediate release with the CMP option.  
Any suggestions from new applications need this module to see their requests as soon as available.  Te CMP options 
also includes Advanced Planning and Scheduling features such as: Alternate Workcenters, Alternate Routings, 
Number of Resources per Job, Parallel Constraints, and Parallel Loading. In addition, the CMP option includes 
BASIC data importing from Excel or other file based sources.  To import from ERP Systems via ODBC you will 
need the Data Import EAI option.

User Solutions, Inc.

South Lyon, MI.  48178

ph:  248-486-1934 fax: 888-391-9076

www.usersolutions.com

e-mail:  us@usersolutions.com
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